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tnc Central Committee Re
The report of the Indian Central Committee which cp-opera ted yith the Simon
Commission was published on, the 23rd December 1929. The Committee consisted of
Sir JSankaran Nair (Chairman;, Sir Arthur Froom, Raja Nawab Ah Khan, Sardar
Shivdev Singh Uberoi, Sir Zulfiqar Ali Khan, Sir Hari Singh .Gour, Dr. Suhrawardy,
Mr. M. C. Eajah and Mr. Kikabhai Premchand. The Committee was appointed in
September 1928.	.	.	, no
The report runs to 388 pages but the mam report extends only to about 72
pages, the rest being taken up by the dissenting minutes and explanatory notes ot
the members. The Committee requested His Excellency the Viceroy t to take the
necessary steps to forward the report and make it available to the British Parlia-
ment." They further observed : "We do not desire that our report should ;be
published as an annexe to the report of the Statutory Commission.*' The 'following
are important extracts from the report :—	,,.-,.»
relations of ministers with 'executive councillors '       .
It had been, the intention of the authors of the reformed constitution thati the
two halves of the Government, while consulting together, .should, be separately
responsible for their own spheres. In practice, however, the result was far different.
One consequence of the relationship between the two halves of the Government was
that they found themselves, in some respects, mutually dependent upon ,one another.
The ministers found it convenient to cultivate 'friendly relations with, the official
bloc, upon which they could generally rely, and on whieh they were .sometimes
dependent for their retention of office. On the part of the other half of Govern-
ment there was a natural disinclination to rely on the extraordinary powers vested
in the Governor and to arrange an amicable mochts, vivenrli with the Ministers, As
a consequence, the Ministers learnt to rely upon the official ,bloc and inevitably
came to be regarded as, in some respects, a part of^ the bureaucratic government and
jointly responsible with them. One effect of this was to loosen the ties which
bound Ministers to their followers. While the Ministers looked to the official bloc
for support, their followers deemed it unnecessary to yield consistent support to
their leaders ; nor did they feel the necessity for any rigid system of the formation
of regular political parties ; and it is one of the strongest criticisms that may be
advanced against the system of dyarchy that it has done little, if anything^ to foster
the growth of political parties. On the reserved half this relationship resulted inevi-
tably in a certain vacillation and lack of consistency. Where circumstances rendered
it desirable that the support of the Ministry should be secured for a particular policy,
the latter were sometimes in a position to secure a modification of the policy of the
reserved half as the price of their support.	•
reaction op dyarchy on the electorate   ,
The Legislature was representative of a small electorate untrained in the arts
of self-government. The natural ignorance of the voters was however in some
respects compensated for by an organisation which lent itself readily to political
usage. Throughout India the masses ;of the people are* accustomed to look to
the leaders of their various communities for guidance - in many of the ordinary
affairs^ of their daily life. At election time, therefore; the task of the candidates
was, m ^ some respects, simplified. - They dealt with the leaders of the different
communities while the latter, in turn,, explained, matters to their followers and
influenced the direction of their votes,, Qn the <?ther hand, the system of dyarchy
involved candidates in certain difficulties, The chief interest of the average voter
throughout the greater part of India was in matters falling within the purview
ot foe Revenue and Irrigation Departments or connected with the administration
ot justice j and hence there was in many parts a tendency on the part of; the
electors to regard their local representative rather as a channel through; which to
obtain redress of their grievances against the ' reserved departments than aa a
representative whose duty it was to care for their interests, in, tbe spheres in .which
responsibility had been entrusted to the Legislative.-Councils. To- this extent t
ayaxcny was calculated to give the , average voter,a totally incorrect idea of theJ
real implications of a system of responsible government.
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